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ABSTRACT

Students are the future of any country, and there are many information technology tools employed for improving the knowledge of students. The Green Education as new information technology tools highlights the importance of green information technology tools in improving current systems. This case study aims to investigate a novel ideas for future strategic planning that could help and add new values in developing country. Such initiative tends to prepare and develop students to meet future challenges. The study selects a University's database which contains information about instructional learning. The study filters the database based on the information on non-electronic teaching style (papers, communication) and instructors who included Green instructional system in their curriculum to highlight the pros of using green education. Data mining and statistical methods have been used as scientific tools to implement the experiments and justify the proposed idea. We believe this green education approach will surely lead to a more competitive debate, enhance the confidence level in educational systems in many countries and improve its overall capability.

INTRODUCTION

There are many proposals describing the 'Green Education' and could be found in [1][2][3][4][5][6][7]. The basic idea of the 'Green Education' is to create a safety environment as well as to improve the productivity of the higher education systems, concerning the expenses, performance, and the perfect outcomes. Although many studies have focused on single aspects of green education in higher education, not many have widened the scope to account for a comprehensive understanding of the practices involved in a campus-wide green effort or the processes involved in achieving this goal. In order to approach green education in higher education settings in a comprehensive fashion, nearly every major aspect of campus curriculum, design, planning, maintenance, and operations needs to be addressed, as played out through the activities of administrators, faculty, staff and students[8][9][10]. Environmental criteria such as energy, emissions, waste, water, and transportation must be considered alongside human dimensions such as learning, behaviour, attitude, and activism [11]. Social issues and economic considerations are also integral to green education initiatives [12]. There are also many local, states, and federal laws, regulations, and policies that address green education which must be adhered to [13]. There are so many factors to consider when planning green education initiatives that it becomes a complicated process to develop, adopt, and implement green education initiatives. A variety of studies have described the context of green education in higher education as well as the associated practices that campuses implement. However, few studies have focused on the process of change in higher education that allows for the transition to green. Although we may know what green education looks like on college and university campuses, it is not clear that higher education leaders know how to get there. The need for institutions of higher education to transition to green has been well demonstrated, both from a moral perspective as well as from a pragmatic standpoint [9][14]. Thus, it is critical that higher education leaders learn to effectively implement comprehensive green education initiatives. This study sought to build a deeper understanding of how a university implemented a comprehensive green education initiative. The officials organization can work to make each school environmentally friendly and teach the children that taking care of our resources is an important task. Getting a green program started in the schools is the first step to improving the future.

I. DATA DESCRIPTION

The proposed experiment demonstrate and compare how E-teaching and manual teaching could affect the Performance and health of students as well Instructors.

EXPERIMENT PROCESS

Nine (9) variables were used as basis for experiment in this process as described and indicated below. Included in this experiment are sample data collected from about one
hundred and twenty five instructors from a chosen University.

Fig. 1 A Sample of database

Fig. 1 shows an example of the collected database. The data set was in .csv format, then the data was converted to another format as described in Fig. 2:

The values of e-tools and hardcopies were substituted as follow:
11111 = e-tools and 22222 = hardcopies.

Table 1 describes selected instances used in the database and describes purpose of each instance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NumofResearch</td>
<td>How many research's (papers, conferences) have been conducted by the instructors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numofabsent</td>
<td>How many day was each instructors absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NumofInfection</td>
<td>How many time the instructor was visited the medical clinic (we only extract all instructors with infectious diseases)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NumofStudentcomplains</td>
<td>How many times the students have been written complains for a specific instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StudentsAVG</td>
<td>The average marks of all students teaches by instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numofprintedpapers</td>
<td>How many hardcopy's were printed by the instructors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StudentsEvaluation</td>
<td>The average evaluation mark giving by the student for each instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HoDEvaluation</td>
<td>The evaluation mark giving by the HoD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coursetools</td>
<td>Whether the instructor was use a manual system or an electronic system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 the selected Instances and their description

The information was recorded for two semesters for a one-year session. Bachelor degree students' records were sampled with data provided by each instructor teaching specific class. These are records already kept by each instructor.

EVALUATION OF RECORDED DATA

We want to evaluate how the “green education” (electronics system) adopted in the University in learning process could affect students’ performance as well as the other factors such as health of the instructors etc... The effect of various factors on instructors will hypothetically be concluded as depending on the type of learning systems and course tools adopted by each instructor – manual systems included papers/hard copies in learning and examination process or electronic systems which used no papers at all. The process of the experiment start with assigning specific method decide if the students’ performance and other factors affected by type of learning resources and course tools adopted? The priori contrast was used to determining that differences exist amongst the means. Fig. 3 illustrate the obtained statistical calculation.

Fig. 2 The new database generated from Fig. 1

The values of e-tools and hardcopies were substituted as follow:
11111 = e-tools and 22222 = hardcopies.

Table 1 describes selected instances used in the database and describes purpose of each instance.

Fig. 3 The statistical calculation of the selected instances.

First we concentrate our experiment to explore the relationships over three main variables:
VARIABLES=NumofInfection , StudentsAVG, Coursetools. To analyse this relationships over the three variables we used various statistical measures. Fig. 4 shows the results

Fig. 4 The statistical calculation for the three selected instances

The cluster method centroid and cosine measure were adapted to identified the dependencies between the 9 variables based on the similarities between 125 cases i.e. for 125 instructors. The results of calculation is illustrated in Fig. 5:

Fig. 5 The results of the proximity matrix
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PROXIMITY MATRIX

From[15]:

\[ \text{sim}(i,j) = \cos(\vec{t}, \vec{j}) = \frac{\vec{t} \cdot \vec{j}}{||\vec{t}||_2 \cdot ||\vec{j}||_2} \]

Below are analyzed codes used for the experiment:

For (double I = 0 ;i<dataset.length ; I ++)
{DoP += (datasetA[i] * datasetB[i])
}ReturnDoP

Then the Math.Sqrt function was used to the next calculation as follow:

Math.Sqrt(DoP(vectori,vectori+1)).

Fig. 6 describes the relationships and dependency between the cases

![Fig. 6 A sample of relationships and dependency between the cases from The proximity matrix](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students</th>
<th>HDivale</th>
<th>NumofA</th>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>NumofAbs</th>
<th>NumofInf</th>
<th>NumofPapers</th>
<th>NumofRes</th>
<th>Numofstu</th>
<th>Numofcomp</th>
<th>StudentsAVG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 A sample the abbreviated names used in Fig. 6

The above figure finds that The evaluation of the HoD is more likely dependent on the Students AVG class 5 and class 8 etc.. for others

![Fig. 8 The relationships for Number of research and using green technology](image)

Fig. 8 is generated from the clustered results from Fig. 6. This shows that Instructors who use the green technology(E-tools) have more research publications than instructors who used non-electronics or manual system, thus such results confirm the benefits of using the ‘green education’. (11111 = E-tools in blue and 22222 = hardcopies in Green). The first two columns in Fig. 8, shows that Manual system is superior to E-system, this result shows no research have been done in both categories.

![Fig. 9 The relationships for Number of infections and using green technology](image)

Fig. 9 shows also the advantages of using ‘green education’, to health issues (illness and infection), this shows significant reductions in health issues in relations to instructors who used e-tools.

![Fig. 10 The relationships for The students performance AVG and using green technology](image)

Fig. 10 demonstrates performance of students’ improvement when instructors use the e-tools in their classes, i.e. ‘green education’.

CONCLUSION

The obtained results led to the conclusion that the ‘Green education’ must be implemented and supported by the nations and governments, to build a safety environment as well as to create the creativity. there are no doubt that the ‘Green Education’ will improve the performance of the instructors, teachers, and students. We believe this green education approach will surely lead to a more competitive debate, enhance the confidence level in educational systems in many countries and improve its overall capability.
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